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MEMORANDUM FOR: Thomas T. Martin, Regional Administrator
Region I

Stewart D. Ebneter, Regional Administrator
Region II

A. Bert Davis, Regional Administrator
Region III

James L. Milhoan, Regional Administrator
Region IV

John B. Martin, Regional Administrator
Region V

James Partlow, Associate Director for
Projects, NRR

William T. Russell, Associate Director for
Inspection and Technical Assessment, NRR

Robert Burnett, Director, Division of
Safeguards and Transportation, NMSS

Richard E. Cunningham, Director, Division of
Industrial and Medical Nuclear Safety, NMSS,

FROM: James Lieberman, Director !

Office of Enforcement

SUBJECT: ENFORCEMENT GUIDANCE MEMORANDUM - NOTICES OF
ENFORCEMENT DISCRETION (Enforcement Manual
Section 6.3.2)

On March 17, 1993 the enclosed change to the Enforcement Policy
was published in the Federal Register (58 FR 14308). The change
incorporates into the policy the circumstances in which the~ staff j
may exercise enforcement discretion for reactor licensee

i
Technical Specifications or other license conditions (Notice of j

Enforcement Discretion) by adding Section VII.C. Previously, the
'

procedures governing the exercise of such discretion were
contained in a staff guidance document and the use of such
discretion was referred to as a Temporary Waiver of Compliance.

Enclosed is also interim guidance from NRR for issuance of
Notices of Enforcement Discretion (NOED). The final guidance
when in place, will be located in the Inspection Manual.

From an enforcement perspective, the most important part of the
policy change is that enforcement action normally is to be taken
for the root cause(s), to the extent violations were involved,
that led to the licensee's request for enforcement discretion.
As provided in the Enforcement policy, such enforcement actions
will emphasize to licensees that they should not rely on the
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NRC's authority to exercise enforcement discretion as a routine
substitute for compliance or for requesting a license amendment.
In each case that an NOED is issued where the root cause of the
need to request an NOED was a violation, an EA number is to be
obtained from OE. OE approval is required for not issuing some
enforcement action, including a non cited violation, if a
violation is involved. A non cited violation should not normally i
be used where a shutdown would have been required but for the '

issuance of the NOED. The enforcement action should reference '

the NOED number.

Please call me if you have any questions or comments.
|
:

4h W
;

ames Lieberman, Director
Office of Enforcement

Enclosures: As stated

cc: J. Sniezek, DEDR
H. Thompson, DEDS
J. Goldberg, OGC
T. Gody, NRR
M. Cutchin, OGC
J.R. Hall, NRR
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|! day's production of a producer's milk be the southwest Plains distributing plants Deted: tt, tees:

:
'

physically received at a pool to meet their, fluid milk needs. Kenseek yo ,distributing plant during the month to Therefore, there is no need for
be eligible for di ion to a nonpool producers hist !!y associated with laspectios

Actjeg etsean,emy, Marierag and
plant. The pu afforded the the Southwest ins Order, but whose int Doc. s nled 3-16-83; s.45 amiopportunity to ment on the notice farms are more ant from distributingby submitting w en data, views and eawa .we

plants, to be rec ed one time duringarguments by F ary 23,1993. One
the month at a plants for the sole

_
_

written comment s received that
~

discussed the nat of the proposed purpose of mee g pooling NUCLEAR REGULATORY
, suspension. The egunment included full requirements, sad, their m1!k can COMMISSION

+

of the suspension ofrule, as more econom) be diverted directlysu
to manufact lants in b 10 CFR Part 2

All co si eratfor of a 1 a'nt Psoduction area. RIN 3150-AE57
' material, includin g.the proposal in the It is hereby io . and determined *

notice, the comment received, and other that thirty days' notice of the effective polley and Procedure for NRC
available information,it is hereby found date hereofis impactical, unnecessaryEnforcement Actions; Polley

g and determined th&t the following and mntrary to 111e public interest in Statement
- provisions of the order do not tend to that: AoEncfiNuclear Regulatory

d *

effectuate the declfred policfdj(3)in itsof the Act:
a Commission.1 $ 1106.13, paragraph

ma t ng n and ACDON: Policy Statement. Modification.
s

Staternent ofConsiderstw, n to assure orderly narketing conditions
$UMMARY:The NRC is modifying itsin the marketingjrea. in that such
Enfortement Policy to describe moreThis action susp&nds a certain action is necessaiy to permit the

provision of the Southwest Plains continued poolin; of the milk of dalry fully the circumstances in which it may-

Federal milk order from February 1, farmers who havuhistorically supplied exercise enforcement discretion. ,
1993,through August 31,1993.This

the market withoat the need for makin8
DAns: This modification is effective on

action suspends the requirement that costly and ineffident movements of March 17,1993. Comments received by
producers must deliver to a pool plant milk; April 16,1993 will be considered.j

' ,

at least one day's production durin the Comments received after this date will
month in order for,the remainder (b) This sus ision does not require be considered ifit is practial to do so,
their milk to be eligible for diversion t of persons.affec d substantial or but the Commission is able to assure

{ an unregulated manufacturing plant. extensive prepajation prior to the consideration only for comments,

This provision was sus nded for the effective date; a$d received during the 30-day period
same period in 1992. T s suspension is (c) Notice of hoposed rulemaking following issuancs.
necessary to insure that dairy farmers was given intergsted parties and they AcoREssts: Send comments to:
who have historically supplied the were afforded opportunity'to file wntten Secretary, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Southwest Plains market will continue data. views or arguments concerning Commission. Washington, DC 20555,
to have their milk priced under the this suspensford Ona comment in 3.ITN: Docketing and Service Branch.
Southwest Plains order, thereby support of the suspension was received. Deliver comments to: 11555 Rockville
recching the benefits that accrue from Pike, Rockville, Maryland 20852,
pooling. This suspension thus will Therefore, gobd cause exists for

between 7:45 a.m.and 4:15 p.m. Federal
avoid uneconomic and inefficient making this order effective less than 30 workdays.
mosement of milk for the pole purpose days imm date Jf publiation in the Copies of comments received may be
of establishing eligibility for pooling Federal Registd,r. examined at: the NRC Public Document
under the order. List of Subjects!in 7 CFR Part 1106 Room,2120 L Street. NW. (Lower

Level) Washington,DC.
.Nenca r3 nen nc. ( id Am). Milk marketihg orders. FOR FURTHER INFORMADON CONTACT:

M
a cooperative association operating 11 is thereforpordered, that the James Lieberman, Office of
under the Southwest Plains order. Mid-
Am requested the suspension to prevent follow og provision in (itle 7, part nos, Enforcement, telephone (301) 504-2741
the uneconomic and inefficient S Hoo 13, paragraph (d)(1)of the or J. Randall Hall. Office of Nuclear

movement of milk for the sole purpose Southwast Plains order is bereby Reactor Regulation, telephone (301)

of pooling the milk of producers suspended from February 1,1993 504-1336, U.S< Nuclear Regulatcry

historically assocrated with the through August $1,1993, Cornmission, Washington, DC 20555.
%

SUPPLIMENTARY INFORMATION:Southwest Plains Ocier. Mid Am also PART 1106-Mil.K LN THEed co ents supporting the proposed U HWEST Pi,AINS MARKETING Beckground

Producer receiptrunder the L
In July 1985, the NRC staffissued

intemal guidance to address situations
Southwest Plains Order were 1.6%

1.The authorih citation for 7 CFRwhom a mattor Manse (s com@amhigher on an svereg4 daily besis in 1992
compared to 1991. Class I utillt.ation in part HD6 contin to read as folkrwr: with a Technical Specification (TS) or

other license condition may cause an1902 was 38.7%, whlch was lower than Authority: secs. 19. to Stat. 31, as
unnecessary plant transient orthe Class I utilizatioC in 1991 and 1990 amendedJ U.S C. e+4 74.

of 39.3% and 41.7% respedively, unnecessarily prevent plant startup and
Jt is projected that]here will be ample $1106.13 {Temporwily suspended in part). where,in such instances, the temporary

' p exercise of discretion by the NRC not tosupplies of dPect-ship producer milk 1 In $ 1106.13, paragraph (d)(t)is enforce compliance may be appropriate.
'

u hich is located in general area of suspended in its tirety. That guidance has been revised

i . I
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hriodically with thz lat2st revision safety, and does not invclvs adverse Authority: Seco.161, tal,6a Stat. 04s,
ving been made in February 1990. consequences to the environment, and 953, as amended (42 U.S.C 2201,2231); sec.
The circumstances in which the NRC any otherinformation the NRC staff 191, as amended Pub. L 87-415,7e Stat. 400

*

staff may exercise enforcement deems necessary before making a I "
discretion beve been generally decision to exercise discredon, aed (4 . 584 I C5
descibed in section VU of the in sach case whom the NRC staff has

Section 2.101 also lesued under secs. 53,
62,63, a1,103,104,105,68 Stat. 930,932Enforcement Policy (to CFR part 2, decided to exercise its enforament 933,935,938,937,938, as amanded (42

- sppendix C). In order to consolidata the discretion, enforcement action will U.S.C 2073, 2092, 2093, 2111, 2133, 2134,
.

description of all circumstances when normally be taken for the root causes, to 2135h sec.114(f), Pub. L 97-425,96 Stat.
enforcement discretion tney be the extent violations were involved, that 2213, as amended (42 U.S.C 10134(f}h sec,
exercised into one location, the led to the noncompliance at issue. Such 102, Pub. L 91-190, a3 Stat. 853, as amended
Commission has determined that a enforcement acdon is intended to I)S

'

discussion of the possibility of
emphasir.e that licen.ees should not rely

t 57) ns 2.102 103 2 104,
2.105,2.721 also issued under secs. 102,103,enfortement discretion for TS or other on the NRC's authority to exercise 104.105,183,189,6a Stat. 936,937,938,license condition compliance should enforcement discredon as a routine 954,955. as amended (42 U.S.C 2132,2133,also be placed in section VU of the substitute for compliance or for 2134,2135,2233,2239). Section 2.105 also

Enforcement Policy. In addition Section requesting a license amendment, issued under Pub. L 97-415,96 Stat. 2073
WI of the Enforcement Policy is being
modified 1o make it clear that actions

Since this action concerns a general (42 U.S.C 2239). Sections 2.200-2.206 also
statement of policy, no prior notice is "

taken by bcensee employees pursuant to required and, therefore, this S t. 4 95 ,9 5 3 t. 44'4
such an exercise of discretion will not amended (42 U.S C 2238,2282h sec. 206, sa

modification to the Enforcement Policy Stat.1246 (42 U.S.C 5846). Sections 2.600-result in enforement action against the is effective March 17.1993, 2.606 also issued under sec.102, Pub. L 91-
|individuals invc. ed. Finally, to reflect

the informadon collection requirements Paperwork Reduction Act Statement 190. a3 Stat. 853, as amended (42 U.S.C '

of this change,10 CFR 2.8 is bein8 4332). Sections 2.700s,2.719 also Isfued )
amended to reference that fact, This Policy Staternent contains under 5 U.S.C 554. Sections 2.754.2.760, 1

The Commission belies es that the informadon collection requirements that 2.770,2.780 also issued under 5 U.S.C 557.
1

exercise of enforcement discretion in are subject to the Paperwork Reduction Secti n 2.764 and Table 1A of Appendix C
*I* 3""*d ""d*' *C** ' 3 5 " ' I"D' I^#

this area Is warranted to svoid Act of 1980 (44 U S.C. 3501 et s'9)* 425,96 Stat. 2232,'2241 (42'U.S.'C 10155, '
unnecessary plant transients, to reduce These requirements were approved by

10161). Section 2.790 also issued under sec. l
both operational and shutdown nsk, the Office of Management and Budget 103. 68 Stat. 936, as amended (42 U.S.C !under control number 3150-0136,

2133) and 5 U.S C 552. Sections 2.800 and Iand to avoid unnecessary delays in
plant startup where the course of action The public reporting burden for this 2.808 also issued under 5 U.S.C 553. Section '

mvolves minimal or no safety impact collection ofinformation is estimated to 2.809 also issued under 5 U.S.C 553 and sec. i

and the NRC staff is clearly satisfied that everage 40 hours per response, 29, Pub. L 85-256,71 Stat. 579, as amended

the exercise of discretion is cc: ..' stent including the time for reviewing
~

(42 U.S C 2039). Subpart K also issued under j,

existin8 ata sec.189,68 Stat. 955 (42 U.S.C 2239): sec.
instructions searchingmaintainingthe

d
with the public health and safety' ion iss urces, gathering an 134, Pub. L 97-425,96 Stat. 2230 (42 0.S.C

Exercise of enforcement discret
aEErepriate only where the exercise of data needed, and completing and 10 54). Subpart L also issued under sec.189,

reviewing the collection of information. 68 Stat. 955 (42 U.S.C 2239). Appendix A |
,

discrebon is temporary and
.

also issued under sec. 6, Pub. L 91-560. 64 '

nonrecurring. The appropriate Regional Send comments regarding this burden Stat.1473 (42 U.S C 2135). Appendix B also
Adm nistrator or his designee might estimate or any other aspect of this issued under sec.10 Pub. L 99-240,99 Stat.

exercise d scretion where the er ected collection ofinformation, including 1842 (42 U.S.C 2021b et seq ).i
noncomphance is of such short uration suggesdons for reducing this burden, to 2. In S 2.8, paragraph (b) is revised to
that a license amendment could not be the Infonnation and Records read as follows:

Management Branch (MNBB-7714)'n'issued before the need no longer exists,
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commissio 52.s information collection requirementa:making it impracdcal to amend the

icense. It may also be appropriate t Washington, DC 20555, and to the Desk WB approvat
euerase discreuon for the brief period Officer * Office ofInformation and

* * * * * *

of time it requires the NRC staff I Regulatory Affairs,NEOB-3019 (3150- (b) The approved Informadon

process an emergency or erjgent TS 0136) Office of Management and collection requirements contained in

this k>n appendix C, a $endix C.amendment under the provisions of to Budget, Washington, DC 20503, art appear in ap ;
3. eading readingCFR 50.91(a) (5) or (6). Enforcement List of Subjects in 10 CFR Part 2 " Table of Contents"is added directly

1

discretion in these cases would be
exercued by the Director, Office of Administradve practice and before the table of contents and a new
Nuclear Reactor Regulation, or his procedure, Antitrust, Byproduct heading for Section VB.Cis added to the

material, Classified information. * Table of Contents to read:
c see who requests the NRC to Envir nmental protection, Nuclear

Appendix C-General Statement offorego enforcement of a TS or other mae eIs u sar w
Policy and Procedure for NRC

license condition rnust document the ,* Y a

safety basis for the request, including an S urce maten,al,'Spea.dal nuclear Enforcement Actions'

material, Weste treatment and disposal. Table of Contentsevaluation of the safety si
potential consequences obificance andAccordingly, the NRC is adopting the

<

e proposed e e e e e

course of action, a description of f H wing amendments to 10 CFR part 2. C Exercise of Discntion for an Operating
com ensatory measures, a justification

PART 2-RU1.ES OF PRACTICE FOR . . . .

Io the en e s oncl o th 4. In Ap ndix C, Section VII. is added to
request does not have a potential 1. The authority citation for part 2 read as foi ows:
adverse impact on the public health and continues to read as follows: VU. Exercisa of Dacntion

.. .. ''
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* * * * .P pmvided ramal in the current mode CFR 60.54 (x). Ls.. unlas b opentor actsd

-

inceases the liksi of an unnecessaryC Esercise ofIAscretion for an Operotfa#
IDCD plant tranAlent; or (3) the TS or other Itrenne unrossonably considering all b relevant

On occasion, clnumstances may artee
condition requires a test, inspection w circumstances sunonnMnf the emergency.)

e . .e e .

where a licensee's cornphance with a
system realignment that is inappropriate fur
the parucular plant conditions,in that it does Deted at Rockville. Maryland, this 10th day

Technical Specification (TS) Limiting not provide a safety beoeSt. or may. la fact. og g ggg3*
I Condition for stion or with other license be detrunental to safety in the particular For The Nuclear Regulatory Commission

cnndidons w d involve an unnecessary plant mnditica. Samuel J. Odik.plant transient a performance of testing. - The decision to exarcise enircementinspction,or system realignment that is discretion does not change the fact that a
Secrrfaryofthe th" -

inappropriate with the specinc plant
mod 3tions, or unnecessary delays in plant

violation will occur not does it imply that [FR Doc. 9M155 Filed M6-03; 8.45 am)
enfortem'ent disco + ion is being exercised for 8 " "** C*** "

stanup without a correspondmg health and any violation that may have led to the
safety beneLL in these circumstances. the

violation et lasus. In each case where theNRC staff may c. hoose not to enforce the
NRC staff has chosen to exercisa enforcement FEDERAL ELECT)ON COMMISSIONapplicable TS or other license condition.
discretion. enformment action erill normallyThis enforument disaation will only be be talen for the root causes, to the extent 11 CFR Part 110 '

emercised if the NRC staff is clearly satisSed violations were involved. tha' led to the
that the action is consistent with protecting noncompliance for which enforosmant [Notloe 1993-11]the pubbe health and safety. A licensee

discretion was used. The enforcement actlooseeung the exercise of anfortement is intended to emphasize that licensees Transfers of Funds From State todacetion must provide a written should not rely on the NRC's euthority to Federal Campaigns
justifiestion. or in circumstances where good exa.d e enforcement discretion as a routinei

cause is shown, oral justifbtion followed as substute for compliance or for requesting e g ggg g
-

j
soon as possible by written Justification, license amendment. ACTION:which documents the safsty basis for the Finally, tt is expected that the NRC staN Revised implementellon plan
request and provides whatever other

will exercise enforcement discretion In this
for new rule governbg state to federal
transfers. 3information the NRC staff deems necessary in area infrequently. Although a plant must shut

maung a decision on whether or not to
down, afueling activities may be suspended, SUnatARY:On January 8,1993 the |exerthe enforcement discation. or plant stanup may be delayed, absent the Commission republished the text of a | i

.

The appropriate Regional Adrninistrator, or exercise of enforcement discretion, the NRC
bis designee. may exercise discretion where staff is under no obligation to take ruch a new rtile governing transfers of funds i i
the noncrephance is temporary and step toerely because it has been requested' from state to federal campel s, and I'
nonrecuning when an amendment is not 1be decision to forego enforcement is announcsd that this rule he[been '

practical. The Dinctor. Office of Nuclear discredonary. Where enforcernent disastion retransmitted 1o Conpess for legislative
'

Reactor Frgulation. or his designee, may is to be exarched, it is to be exercised only review. 58 FR 3474 Uartuary 8,1993). j'
. eurcise dismtion if the expected if the NRC staffis clearly satisfied that such The new rule prohibits the transfer of '

noncompliance will occur during the brief action is warranted from a health and safety
permd of time it nw;uirn the NRC staff to peripective. funds from state to foderal campaign
process an eme*gency or exigent licmse committees. This rule is still pending
amendmeet under the provisions of to CFR.

* * * * *
before Congress. However, the

50 91(a)[5) or (6). The person exercising 5. Appendix C. Section VIII is amended by Commission has revised its plan for
enfortement disavtlan will document the

revising the last erarnple under the

d.o sion. paragnsph involving Individual enforcement implementing the rule. Further

For so operating plant, this exercise of ections For the convenience of the user, the information is provided in the

enforcement dacretion is intended to
introductory paragraph concerning supplementery information that follows.
indmdual enh)rcement actions is reprinted FOR FURTHER INFORMAT)ON CONTACT;rrinunize the potential safety mr.sequenoes without dange Ms. Sur.an E. Propper, Assistant Ceneralcf unnecsssary plant transients with the

accompanying operational this and impacts Vill. 6forument Actions involving Counsel,999 E Street. NW.,
or to eluninais tesung. inspecuan. or system Indinduak Washington, DC 204B3, (202) 219-3690
reabgnment which is inappropriate for the or (800) 424-9530..' . . . ,

particular plant conditions. For plants in a usted below are ezamples which could SUPPLEMENTARY INFO %ATioN: On
shutdown condition, exercising enfortement result in enforcement actions involeing January 8,1993, the Commission
deretion is intended to reduce shutdown indwiduals, bcensed or unlicensed. If the republished the text of a new rule
ink by, again, avoiding testing. Inspection or actions described in these examples are taken governing transfers between state andsptern realignrnent which is inappropriate by a licensed operator or taken dehlerately
for the particular plant condiuons, in that,it by an unlicensed individual enfortement federal campaign comrnittees, and
does not provnie a safety benefit or may,in action ma be taken directly agair.st the announced that this rule had been
fact, to detnmental to safety in the particular indwidua . However, violauons involvicg retransmitted to Congress for legislative
plant condalon. Exercisin8 enforternent willful conduct not amounting to deliberate review. 58 FR 3474 (January 8,1993),
discretion for plants attempting to startup is action by an unlicensed individual in these The new rule at 11 CFR 110.3(d) willlos hkely than exercising it for an operating situations may result in enforcement action prohibit transfers of funds of other
plant. as shoply delaying startup does not against the licenses that may impact the assets frorn a candidate's campaignusually leave the plant in a ondition in individual. The situations include, but are.
which it (nuld experienca undesirable not lided % violadons that involve: committee or account for any nonfederal

election to his or her , ncipaltran dents. In such cases. the Commission * * * * *
would expect that discretion would be Willfully taking actions that violate campaign committee or othst authorir.ed
exercised with respect to equiprnent ce Technical Specihcation Limiting Condificais committee for a federal ekction,systems only when it has at least concluded for Operation or othat license conditions Section 438(d) of title 2. United States
that, notwi:hstanding the conditions of the

(enforcernent action for a willful violation Code, Muires that an{y derule or
bcense. (1)The equipment or system does

will not be taken if that violation is the result adon prescrM
not perfonn a safety function in the mode in of action taken following the NRC's decision Commission to carry out the provisions
w hich operation is to ocrur: (2) the safety to furego enfortement of the Technical of title 2 be transmitted to the Speaker

t

fonction performed by the equipment or
Specification or other license condition or if of the House of Reprwentatives and the (sy stem is of only marginal safety benefit, the operator meets the requirements of to President of the Senate thirty legislative,

*

* d
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ISSUANCE OF A NOTICE OF ENFORCEMENT DISCRETION

1.0 PURPOSE AND SCOPE

To provide guidance to the Regional Offices and to members of the Office of
Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR) on the process for noticing the NRC's intent
to exercise enforcement discretion with regard to technical specification
limiting conditions for operation (TS LCOs) or other license conditions. The
exercise of enforcement discretion may be warranted to (1) avoid unnecessary
plant transients, (2) to reduce both operational and shutdown-risk and (3) to
avoid unnecessary delays in plant startup. In each case, the exercise of
enforcement discretion is appropriate only where it is temporary and
nonrecurring and where the course of action involves minimal or no safety
impact and the NRC staff is clearly satisfied that the exercise of discretion
is consistent with protecting the public health and safety.

(1) In cases which do not involve an amendment to the license, the Regions
have the lead to exercise enforcement discretion with regard to
compliance with TSs or other license conditions. However, in instances
where the need for an exercise of enforcement discretion would exceed 14
days, an amendment to the license should be issued, with NRR having lead
responsibility for the exercise of enforcement discretion.

(2) In instances involving an amendment to the license, NRR has the lead to
exercise enforcement discretion with regard to compliance with TSs or
other license conditions. NRR also has the lead to exercise enforcement
discretion with regard to issues of a generic nature, whether or not an
amendment to the license is warranted.

In both cases, a violation of the operating license will occur but the NRC is
noticing its intention to exercise discretion not to enforce compliance with
the operating license for a specified time period. This guidance supersedes
and obviates the NRC's previous practice of granting temporary waivers of
compliance with regard to TS LCOs or other license conditions. This guidance
implements the recent revisions to Section VII.C. of the Enforcement Policy
(10 CFR Part 2, Appendix C) 58 FR 14309 (March 17, 1993).

2.0 BACKGR0VND

A licensee may depart from its TSs in an emergency, pursuant to the provisions
of 10 CFR 50.54(x), without prior NRC approval, when it must act immediately
to protect the public health and safety. However, situations occur
occasionally which are not addressed by the provisions of 10 CFR 50.54(x), and
for which the NRC's exercise of enforcement discretion may be appropriate.
Provided that the. licensee has not abused the emergency provisions of 10 CFR

Issue Date: XX/XX/XX -1- XXXXX
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50.91 by failing to apply for an amendment in a timely manner, it is
appropriate that the NRC have a procedure for expeditious notice to a licensee
of NRC's intentions to exercise enforcement discretion under limited
circumstances. Actions taken by licensee employees pursuant to such an
exercise of discretion will not result in enforcement against the individuals
involved.

For an operating plant, the exercise of enforcement discretion is intended to
minimize the potential safety consequences of unnecessary plant transients
with the accompanying operational risks and impacts or to eliminate testing,
inspection, or system realignment which is inappropriate for the particular
plant conditions. For plants in a shutdown condition, exercising enforcement
discretion is intended to minimize shutdown risk by avoiding testing,
inspection or system realignment which is inappropriate for the particular
plant conditions, in that it does not provide an overall safety benefit or
may, in fact, be detrimental to safety in the particular plant condition.

The exercise of enforcement discretion for plants attempting to startup is
expected to occur less often than for operating plants, as simply delaying
startup does not usually leave a plant in a condition in which it could
experience undesirable transients. When enforcement discretion is exercised
to avoid a startup delay, it is to be exercised with respect to equipment or
systems only when the NRC staff has at least concluded that, notwithstanding
the conditions of the license:

1. The equipment or system does not perform a safety function in the mode in
which operation is to occur; or,

2. The safety function performed by the equipment or system is of only
marginal safety benefit, provided remaining in the current mode increases
the likelihood of an unnecessary plant transient; or,

3. The TS or other license condition requires a test, inspection or system
realignment that is inappropriate for the particular plant conditions, in

jthat |t does not provide a safety benefit, or may, in fact, be
detrimental to safety in the particular plant condition.

The NRC staff is expected to exercise enforcement discretion infrequently.
Although a plant must be shut down, refueling activities may be suspended, or
plant startup may be delayed, absent the exercise of enforcement discretion,
the NRC staff is under no oblication to take such a sten merely because it has
been reouested. The decision to forego enforcement is discretionary. Where
enforcement discretion is to be exercised, it is to be exercised only if the

i
NRC staff is clearly satisfied that such action is warranted from a health and !

safety standpoint. Enforcement discretion must be exercised on a case-by-case I
basis, considering the individual plant circumstances, j

If the NRC decides not to exercise enforcement discretion, the licensee must
take the action required by the TS (except as provided in 10 CFR 50.54(x)).

.

However, the NRC staff and the licensee should be sensitive to special I
circumstances in which literal compliance with the TSs may not be in the best

.

interest of the public healtn and safety. Normally, in such circumstances, I

NRC should grant a request for exercising enforcement discretion to allow for
the conduct of an orderly shutdown, where a shutdown is required. Similarly,
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NRC should grant a request for exercising enforcement discretion where more
than one unit is involved to allow for a sequential shutdown.( See also
section 6.1).

Careful regulatory scrutiny must be given to any deviation from the required
actions of the TSs or other license conditions for circumstances involving
violations'(e.g., missing a required surveillance, inadequate procedures, or
lack of testing) or poor planning (e.g., a necessary repair part not
available) or misinterpretation of a TS, or some similar avoidable situation.
Such instances may be indicative of a more pervasive problem with the plant or
its management and should be identified and conveyed to the licensee via
existing procedures. The Enforcement Policy provides that normally .

enforcement action will be taken for the root causes to the extent
requirements were involved that led to the reason for requesting the exercise
of discretion. (See action 6).

3.0 REGIONAL ENFORCEMENT DISCRETION

A Region issued Notice of Enforcement Discretion (N0ED) is used to notify the
licensee of the NRC's decision to exercise discretion not to enforce
compliance with specific TS LCOs or other license conditions in the limited
circumstances described in section 2, above, when the noncompliance is
nonrecurring and a license amendment would not be appropriate because the
plant will return to compliance with the existing license in a relatively
short period of time. The NRC's decision to exercise enforcement discretion
is intended to promote safety by not imposing unnecessary actions on an
operating plant or by permitting a reactor startup which would otherwise be
precluded by TSs under those circumstances where the proposed course of action
involves minimal or no safety reduction. Matters a regional exercise of
enforcement discretion may address include:

1. a noncompliance of short duration from the limits of a function specified
in an LCO,

2. a noncompliance with an action statement time limit, or

3. a noncompliance with a surveillance interval or a one-time deviation from j
a surveillance requirement.

In each of these situations, it must also be evident that (1) a TS change is
impractical, and (2) the licensee will return to compliance with the existing
license requirements in a relatively short period of time.

The authority to exercise enforcement discretion is assigned to the Regional |
Administrator, who may delegate the authority to the Regional Division l
Director for Reactor Projects. The N0E0 shall be based on a written request

'

(the Region may act on an oral request, to be promptly followed by a written
request) from a licensee. Before issuing a N0ED, the Region should consult
with and receive concurrence from the appropriate Assistant Director for
Projects, NRR. Whenever Regional enforcement discretion is exercised, the
circumstances (including a description of any compensatory measure (s) and an
evaluation of the request by the staff) must be documented in a letter to the
licensee from the Regional Administrator or his/her designated official. The
letter shall specify the maximum period of time for which the enforcement
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discretion is in effect (not to exceed 14 days, except in unusual
circumstances); however, resolution of the condition which led to the request
for enforcement discretion should end the period of discretion. The letter
should follow the format and content of the N0ED letter attached to this
guidance, and shall normally be issued within 2 working days of receipt of the
licensee's written request. The NRC's intention to exercise discretion not to-

enforce compliance may also be communicated orally, followed by written
documentation.

4.0 NRR ENFORCEMENT DISCRETION

An NRR issued N0ED is used to notify the licensee of the NRC's decision to
exercise discretion not to enforce compliance with specific TS LCOs or other
license conditions in the limited circumstances described in section 2, above,
when the noncompliance would be of a recurring nature so as to require a
change to the license. The license amendment associated with the NOED should
be processed as an emergency or exigent TS amendment under the provisions of
10 CFR 50.91(a)(5) or (6) and should follow NRR Office Letter No.101 for
signature authority guidance. Matters a NRR exercise of enforcement.
discretion may address include:

1. a noncompliance with an element specified in a limiting condition for
operation until such time as the element can be revised by a license
amendment; and

2. a noncompliance with an action statement time limit for which a license
amendment will be processed to make the extension a permanent change to
the TSs; and

3. a noncompliance with a surveillance interval or change to a surveillance
requirement that will be incorporated by an amendment.

The authority to exercise enforcement discretion is delegated to the
appropriate Assistant Director for Projects, NRR. The N0E0 shall be based on
a written request (or in some cases, an oral request followed by a written
request) from a licensee. Before issuing a N0ED, NRR should consult with and
receive concurrence from the responsible Regional Division Director for
Reactor Projects. In addition, NRR Projects should obtain the concurrence of
the appropriate NRR ADT Division Director or designee. Concurrence from the
Office of the General Counsel-(0GC) is not required. Whenever NRR
enforcement discretion is exercised, the circumstances (including a
description of any compensatory measure (s) and an evaluation of the request by
the staff) must be documented in a letter to the licensee from the appropriate
Assistant Director for Projects, NRR. The letter shall specify the maximum
period of time for which the exercise of enforcement discretion is in effect
(resolution of the condition which led to-the request would return the
licensee to a condition of compliance with the license), should follow the-
format and content of the N0ED letter attached to this guidance, and shall
normally be issued within 2 working days of the receipt of the licensee's
written request. The NRC's intention to exercise discretion not to enforce
compliance may also be communicated orally, followed by written documentation.
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5.0 LICENSEE'S RE00EST
|

The licensee's written request shall include a discussion of the following: j
)

1. The TS or license condition that will be violated;

2. The circumstances surrounding the situation, including the need for
prompt action;

3. The safety basis for the request that enforcement discretion be
.

exercised, including an evaluation of the safety s gnificance and
potential consequences of the proposad course of action;

4. Any proposed compensatory measure (s);

5. The justification for the duration of the request;

6. The basis for the licensee's conclusion that the request will not have a
potential adverse impact on the public health and safety and that a
significant safety hazard is not involved;

7. The basis for the licensee's conclusion that the request will not involve
adverse consequences to the environment;

8. A statement that the request has been approved by the facility's
organization tasked to review safety issues; and

9. Any other information the NRC staff deems necessary before making a
decision to exercise enforcement discretion.

The licensee's request should normally be sent by facsimile to the Assistant
Director for Projects, NRR, and the Regional Administrator. However, if NRC
determines circumstances do not permit time for the written' request to be
prepared and sent to the NRC, the licensee may make the request orally,
describing to the best of its ability the information required by the staff.
The licensee's oral request shall be followed promptly by written
documentation (usually within 24 hours) addressing the criteria _ described
above.. The licensee's oral and/or written request must also be reviewed and )
approved by the facility organization normally tasked to review safety issues
(e.g., Plant Operations Review Committee) prior to submittal to the NRC. In
cases where a license amendment is appropriate, the written request for the-
exercise of enforcement discretion should be accompanied by the licensee's
request for an emergency or exigent license amendment under.the provisions of
10 CFR 50.91(a)(5) or (6). Such a license amendment request should include a
discussion of the bases for the licensee's conclusions that the amendment does. 1

not involve a significant hazards consideration or irreversible environmental
consequences.

If the request is oral (to be followed with a written request), the NRC must '

have sufficient information to reach the same conclusions as if it received a
written submittal. The followup written request must confirm the information
which the NRC relied upon in arriving at its conclusion to exercise
enforcement discretion.
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There may be cases when a plant is in a TS LCO action statement (such as TS
3.0.3) and the licensee does not have much time to prepare a detailed request
for the exercise of enforcement discretion. Nevertheless, any request for an
extension of an LC0 action statement must also be treated as a request for the i

exercise of enforcement discretion, although the justification for a brief
extension to an LC0 action statement may not need to be as extensive as the

,

justification for continued operation for many other situations. Such .

'

requests for the exercise of enforcement discretion may be made and granted.
orally, and followed promptly by the appropriate documentation, as previously
described. Therefore, in certain unusual circumstances, a licensee may need
to request an initial exercise of enforcement discretion in order to have
sufficient time to subsequently request the exercise of enforcement discretion
for a more complex issue.

6.0 ENFORCEMENT

6.1 Termination of Enforcement Discretion

If the NRC decides to terminate the exercise of enforcement discretion for any
reason prior to the time specified in the initial notice of enforcement
discretion, the licensee must take steps to achieve the appropriate plant
status and implement the existing TS-required actions immediately upon oral
notification of the termination by the appropriate Assistant Director, NRR, or
Regional Division Director. Action statement time will be calculated from the
time the condition requiring the exercise of enforcement discretion originally
existed, not from when the exercise of enforcement discretion is terminated.
For example, the licensee should promptly initiate an orderly shutdown or

,

other required TS actions if the action statement has lapsed during the period ;
of the exercise of enforcement discretion. Alternately, if the decision to
exercise enforcement discretion was issued at the beginning of an action
statement time period and the exercise of enforcement discretion is terminated
before the time period has elapsed, the licensee has the remainder of the

|action statement time period to achieve compliance. However, there may be ;

instances where the remaining time period is insufficient for the required |
action to be completed in the most prudent manner considering safety. For !
example, an orderly plant shutdown should normally be conducted versus
manually tripping the reactor, even though the action statement time limit may
be exceeded. l

l

Upon notification of termination of the exercise of enforcement discretion,
the licensee should inform the NRC of the proposed course of action to restore
the plant to a condition of compliance with the TSs. The termination of the
exercise of enforcement discretion by the NRC should be documented in a letter =|

to the licensee and should address the actions taken or planned by the !licensee, particularly for those cases where an action statement time limit
may be exceeded based on a determination that the proposed course of action is
in the best interests of safety, j

6.2 Consideration of Enforcement
1

The decision to exercise enforcement discretion does not change the fact that '

a violation will occur nor does it imply that enforcement discretion is.being |
exercised for any violation that led to the violation being addressed by the

,

NOEO. In each case where the staff has chosen to exercise enforcement j
l
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discretion, enforcement action will normally be taken for the root causes, to
the extent violations were involved, that led to the noncompliance for which
the N0ED was issued. The enforcement action in this circumstance is intended
to emphasize that a licensee should not rely on the NRC's authority to
exercise enforcement discretion as a routine substitute for compliance or
requesting a license amendment. The particular enforcement action to be take
is governed by the guidance in the Enforcement Manual.

The NRC will not normally take enforcement action for the time period where
the action statement lapsed during the period specified in the N0ED and then
the exercise of enforcement discretion was terminated, or for the time period
where the remaining action statement time period following the termination of
the exercise of enforcement discretion did not allow for the completion of
required actions in the most prudent manner considering safety provided the
licensee took prompt corrective action to regain compliance including an,

orderly shutdown if required.

7.0 DISTRIBUTIDH

Copies of the letter to the licensee should be distributed following
established Regional and NRR procedures. Further, as a minimum, distribution
shall include the following;

1. Regional Administrator,
2. Associate Director for Projects, NRR,
3. Associate Director for Inspection and Technical Assessment, NRR,
4. Division Director, Division of Reactor Projects (E or W), NRR,
5. Director, Office of Enforcement,
6. the PDR and LPDR, and
7. Technical Assistant, Division of Reactor Projects - I/II, NRR

The Technical Assistant, Division of Reactor Projects - I/II, NRR, will |maintain a file of all Notices of Enforcement Discretion. I

8.0 TRACKING 0F NOTICES OF ENFORCEMENT DISCRETION 1

Each N0ED will be assigned a number to permit tracking. The issuing office !
will assign a number consisting of six digits, the first two digits are the j
year, the third digit being the region (6 for NRR), and the last three digits
being the sequential number of the NOED in the issuing office. For example
N0E0 93-3-037 is the 37th N0E0 in Region 3 in calendar year 1993.

.

i

9.0 SUMMARY

The Regions may exercise enforcement discretion in certain circumstances when
a licensee will not be in compliance with TSs or other license conditions for .

those cases in which a license amendment is not appropriate, because of the I

nonrecurring nature of the situation and because the plant will be returned to 1

a condition of compliance with the existing license in a relatively short
period of time.

NRR may exercise enforcement discretion in certain circumstances when a
licensee will not be in compliance with the TSs or other license conditions
and a license amendment is appropriate. NRR also has the lead to exercise

i
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enforcement discretion with regard to issues of a generic nature, whether or
not an amendment to the license is warranted.

If a TS will be violated before a decision can be made to exercise enforcement
discretion, or if the NRC decides not to exercise enforcement discretion, the
licensee must take the action required by the TS (except as provided in 10 CFR
50.54(x)). The exercise of enforcement discretion is an option available to
the NRC staff that must not be exercised unless the staff is clearly satisfied
that the exercise of such action is consistent with the public health and
safety. Notwithstanding the decision to exercise enforcement discretion,
enforcement action is to be normally taken in accordance with the Enforcement
~ Policy for violations that led to the situation that warranted the exerc' of
enforcement discretion.

;

l

I

l

!

;
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ATTACHMENT

Docket No(s). XX-XXX
N0ED No. XX-X-XXX

ADDRESSEE

LICENSEE :

SUBJECT: NOTICE OF ENFORCEMENT DISCRETION FOR (LICENSEE)
REGARDING (PLANT)

By letter dated , you requested the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Connission (NRC) to exercise its discretion not to enforce compliance with the'
required actions in (IDENTIFY TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION OR LICENSE CONDITION).
You informed the NRC on (IDENTIFY DATE/ TIME) that the (PLANT) would not be in
compliance with (IDENTIFY ACTION RE0VIRED BY TS AND DESCRIBE THE NEED FOR THE
RE0 VEST). You provided as justification for continued operation that
(SUMMARIZE LICENSEE'S TECHNICAL BASIS FOR OPERATION IN A MANNER THAT WOULD NOT
BE IN COMPLIANCE WITH ITS LICENSE). In addition, you identified compensatory
measures to include (SUMMARIZE IF ANY WERE PROVIDED OR DELETE SENTENCE).

Based on our review of your justification, including any compensatory measures
identified above, we have concluded that this course of action involves
minimum or no safety impact, and we are clearly satisfied that this exercise
of enforcement discretion is warranted from a public health and safety

,

perspective. Therefore, it is our intention to exercise discretion not to i
enforce compliance with (IDENTIFY TS OR OTHER LICENSE CONDITION) for the I

period from (DATE/ TIME) to (DATE/ TIME). However, we will consider enforcement
action, as appropriate, for the conditions that led to the need for this
exercise of enforcement discretion. |

(SIGNATURE)
REGIONAL ADMINISTRATOR
OR

NRR ASST. DIRECTOR FOR REGION REACTORS

cc: See next page j
(attach plant service list) j

!

|
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